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                           ABSTRACT

   The differential Åëross sections of the reaction ?•+p->r,O-i-p in the energy region
between 45e MeV and 975 MeV in the angular range of the pion emission angie from
l5" to 130e in the CM system have been measured by two differeRt detection systems.
The detection system for the measurement at forward angies from 15" to 500 was a
x"-counter, which detected tx/ o decayed photons from a r,O meson. For the measure-
ment at baÅëkward ang}es from 50e to 13eO, a magnetic spectrometer was used in• co-
incidence with a photon detector. Thls paper describes details of the measurement
with the rrO-counter. The results are compared with the phenomenological analyses
by Metcalf and Wa}ker (MW) and Moorhouse, Oberlack and Rosenfeld (MOR). At
the forward angles (15e and 35e), the present results are higher than these analyses in the

energy region below 600 MeV. A caiculation based on fixed-t dispersion relation and
with the resonance saturation of imaginary parts has been performed. The eresult ef
this calculation can explain the feature of the present data at forward angies below
6eO MeV and indicates that an additional background amplitude is required for the S
wave around 500 MeV.

1. Introduetion

    The study of the process 7+N-->n+N gives us a unique information on the
"Baryon Spectroscopy" such as not only the amplitudes of baryon resoRances but
also their relative signs to the Borfi term. Photons are also a good probe to study
the structure of the micleon and the nucleon resonances because the electromagnetic

interaction can be described exactly the quantum electrodynamics. From tliis
reasen, the pion photoproduction processes have been studied for many years both
experimentally and theoretically in spite of diMculties of the experiment due to the

bremsstrahlung beam with continuous energy spectrum aRd the complexity of the
amplitude analysis due to spin 1 of a photon.
    The amplitudes of photoproduction processes can be expressed as

           A"=A(7+p-rr"n) =-- •vlll/l Ay3+ •v/Iitl (Avi-As) (i-i)

           Ao=A(y+p.no+p) == Vt/lllAy3+ VZ3i (Avi-As) (i-2)
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          A- =A(7+n-ÅÄn-+p) == V-g- AV3- Vt/il (AVi+AS) (1-3)

          Ana=A(7+n->zo+n) == VIItl Ay3+ VI3!i (Ayi+As),. (i-4)

where AS represents the isoscalar amplitude which leacls to I=:1,12 final states, and
AV3 and AVi are the isovector amplitudes which Ieads to I=:312 aiid 1/2 final states,

respectively. IR the process 7+p-nOtp, the pion exchange term does not con-
tribute and the electric 3orn term is much smaller than in the process 7+p->n" -l-n
at forward angles. The ampiitude of the process 7+p--->ne+p is mostly attributed to
the fesonance amplitude at forward angles. Then the precise measuremei# of the
process y+p--,FzO+p is very useful to study the resonance ampiitudes in detail.

    Photon coupliRgs of a proton target for large resonances such as P33(1232),
Di3(1510) and Fis(1650) resonances are considered to be well established, although
the recent energy independent analysis by Berends and Donnachiei) gives a rather
different values for the photon couplings of the D,3(1510) resonance. There are
some ambiguities in the photon couplkags of small resonances s"ch as Sii(1530),
S3i(1660), Sii(1700) and Pii(1650). These couplings givefi by various phenomeno-
logical analyses2N8) are listed in Table 1. In the energy region around 750 MeV,
it is well knowfi that the D,3(1510) resoRance amplitude with helicity -} (B2-) domi-

:a.:•?g',.(.T,ilghgli,cl'ly,il,ll,,g,t,,pl/ii'`:d.e,?s,xag?.is,(ksg.ol,'s.so,2a,gcs,(g.2Ezas,sg.o?#gmsg

conservatien of aAgular momentum. Then the data at forward angles bejow 750
MeV are sensitive to the smalh"esonances of S and P waves.

Table 1. Photon coupiing$ of small resonances for the process r-l-p->r,+{-n. ("b)!ie

Resonance Mwa> MOR3} F4) DLR5) C6} BC?) BCP8)

lli3k,Ii   wwlgEl,lill'S 36 ir 2 70Å}4 78Å}20
78Å}6 -5de16 -10Å}17
54d,5 68Å}9 29Å}18
l6Å} 25 53 ,it 19 -1 `; tl, .,..i

82 th 7

44Å}27
44 ff, 1 8

62th, 7

is 75
40
50

-2

   There have beeB many cross section meas"rements with high statistics compared
with polarization measurements, bnt there are still discrepancies among the data of
the cross sectioR for the process 7+p->rrO-t-p in the energy regioR frorR 4eO MeV to
the second resonance (Di3(1510)) region. Therefore, the differential cross sections of

the precess 7+p-nO+p were measured with an increased accuracy in the energy
region between 45eMeV and 975MeV. The measuremeltt has been performed in
the angular regioR from 150 to 1300 of the pion CM angle e.* by two different systems

with the same beam and target to reduce the systematic error. At forward angles,
the recoiled proton from the process 7+p--,nO+p has an extremely low momentum
and is umable to be detected due to the large mtiltiple Coulomb scattering and energy
losses in the target material and detecting devices. Therefore, two photons decayed
from a nO mesoR were detected with "nO-system" at angles of 150, 35e aRd 5eO. In
the angular region of e.* from 500 to l30e, the recoiled proton was detected in coinci-

dence with oRe of photons decayed from a xO meson (called as "7-p system"). The
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"7-p system" is described in detail elsewhere.9) Overlapping of data by the two
tems was made at e.* =500 aro"nd 675 MeV.

sys..

2, ExperimentalPrecedure

2---1. ExperimentalLayeut

   The bremsstrahlung beam produced frorn the l.3 GeV electron
the Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, was incident on
gen target. The experimental iayout is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Experimental layout.
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   In the "ffO-systerR", the energies and the correlation angle of two photons decayed

from a ae meson were measured by two photon detectors. The system was mounted
on a rotatable platform. The two plioton detectors were set symmetrically up and
down with respect to the horizontal plaRe. Irhe angie subtended by two photon
detectors was carefully adjusted correspondii3g to the energies of the incident photon.

IR order to maintain maximum evaciency in detecting two photons from a rrO ineson,
the opefiing angle ofphoton detectors was chosen to be the minimum correlation angle
ipmiii defined by tke relation;

          sin(-ip2Miii)- S:, (2-l)
where pt. and E. were the rest mass and energy of the zO meson, respectively. The
photon detectors were exposed with rather heavy backgrotmds due to the electro-
magnetic processes around the target, because the photon detectors were set close to
the beam line. Therefore, a collimator made of lead of 10 cm in thickness was set in
front of each photon detector to reduce the background. The flight path of photons
was also carefully shielded from the beam iine with lead blocks except around the
target area.
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2-Z. BeamandTarget

   The bremsstrahlung beam was produced from a platinurn radiator of 50 ptm in
thickness irracliateci wjth electroias accelerated up to the desired energy in the synchro-

tron. The l)eam was coUimated by a lead collima{or of 5 miin in diaineter placed at
2.4 m apai;t from the radiator. A halo of the beam was cttt by the second lead colii--

mator oth l2min iR diameter placed at 4.3m downstream from the first one. At the
target poiRt where was I6 m downstream from the radiator, tlte bearn profiIe was a
circle with a diameter of 22 imn. 71rwo magnets xxviere set behiiid each colliiTiator and

swept ogt charged particles in the beam. A vacuttm duct was installed aloRg the beam
path to reducc electrons andlor positrons produced in the air.
    The absolute intensity of the exposed photons was monitored by a thick walled
ionizatioR chamber, which was calibrated by a Faraday cap using an extracted eiectron
beana. A thin walled ionization chamber was also usecl as an auxiliary beam monitor-
ing system. The average Intensity d.uring the experimei3tal run ranged from O.8 to
l..5 tiines I09 equivaient quaRta per second. The beam cendition was rnonitored by
aia event rate of a threefold coincidence of scintillation counters which were placed

behind the pair magnet shown in Fig. 1. No appreciable variation was found
beyond statistical fitictuatioiks throughout the present experiment.

    Liquid hydrogen was contained in a container of 40.6mm ift diameter and
le6.5 min iong, which was made o' f Mylar of 75 pam in thickness at both end caps and
125 ptm in thickness at side wail. The container was installed in a vacuum vessel to
reduce the thermal heat radiatioiG. Tke thickness of the Mylar window of the vessel
was 250 xtm. The arrangement of the beam line and the target is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Arrangement of the beam line and the target.

2---3. rcO-eeunter

    A nO mesoia decays into two photons l'Bstantly. The ne-counter consisted of two

photon detectors which measured the energies and gight directioRs of two decayed
photons. A schernatic diagram of the nO-counter is giveia in Fig. 3. Each photon
detector consisted of the following five components;
    1) a lead glass Cherenkov counter of total absorption type mcade of SF-2 fiint
       glass with a dimension of 25 cm (8.8 radiation lengths) cubic and viewed by
       l6 RCA 6655A photomultipliers with an optical contact of a silicon rubber,
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                  I;ig. 3. Schematic diagram ofthe r,"-counter.

   2) arrays of hodoscope scintiIIation counters viewed by 1l XP lllO photo-
       multipliers (vertical direction counters denoted as Hodoscope X) and 3
       RCA 6655A photomultipliers (horizontal direction cotmters denoted as
       Hodoscope Y) through an optical contact with aR acrylite pipe and a silicon

      rubber,
   3) a lead plate converter of 5mm thick in which about half of photons is
       converted to electron and positron pairs,
   4) veto scintillation counters to reject charged particles viewed by 2 RCA
      6655A photomukipiiers witk the same optical contacts as the hodoscope
                                                               '                                                              '      counters ' 'and 5) a LiH absorber of 10 cm or 2e cm tliick depei3dkig on the set up to absorb
      low energy photons.
The sizes of these counters are listed in Table 2. Tiie energies of photons were
measured by the pulse heights from the Cherenkov counters. Assuming that ne
mesons were produced at the center of the target, the fiight directions of photons,
which werq converted to electron akd!or positron were measured from the bit patterns

of hodoscope counters. The spacial resolutions of hodoscope counters were 10mrn
and 40 mm for Mand Ydirections, respectively.

                     Table 2. Diinensions of counters.

Cotinter Dimension (mmS)

Hodoscope Å~ { End Ceunters
Others

20Å~200Å~6
3oÅ~2eoÅ~6

Hodoscope Y { End Counters
Center Counter

80Å~21OÅ~6
12ex210Å~6

Veto Counters 120Å~250Å~6

   The
lations;

kinematical values ef tlae

Ez=kl+k2
P. ur ni + E,

pt.2 : 21ci k2(1 - coS ip) ,

detected rrc' llleSOII were calculated from the re-

(2-2)

(2-3)

(2-4)
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wkere E., P., Lt., ip, Ei and n2 are the energy, momeRtum, rest mass of a nO meson,

the correlation angle Qf decayed two photons aRd their momenta, respectlvely. ki
and k2 are the energies of the two photons. rci, rtS, Ici, k2 and ip can be obtained

froin the pulse heigltts of the Cherenkov counters and the bjt pattern of the hodo-•

               'scope couRters, •'. • . ''
   The energy response of the Cherenkov counters was measured by the mono-
energetic electrofi beam analysed by a pair magnetic spectrometer system shown in
Fig. I. The eRergy response of the Cherenkov counter is shewn in Fig. 4. The
pulse height spectra were fitted with the Gaussiafi form to evaluate the energy reso-
lutions of the Cherei3kov counters. The fractional resoiution is shown iR Fig. 5 and

can be approximated by
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          AE C           E :-I<7E--2Sun• (2-s)
where E and AE are the incident energy and FWHM of the pulse height spectra,
respectively. The values of C are 4.57 and 4.54 for two photon counters when E is
given in MeV.
   The discrimination levels of the ChereAkov counters .were set to be low enough
comparing with the energies of accepted photons as are illustrated in Fig. 6 and are
listed in Table 3. The variation of the discrimination level througheut the run was
less than 2 MeV and gave no effect oii the detection eMciency of the Cherenkov
counters.

Tab]e3. Discrimination ievels of Cherenkov counters.

Experimental Run Discrimination Level (MeV)

Ee (MeV) 0.* (DEG) CA CB
ee8567s,./'  , 53.3

43.1

43.1

53.3

43.1

43.1

53.3

53.3

55.0

42.4

42.4
55.0

42.4
42.4
55.0

55.0

The symbols Ec and e." denote the top eRergy of the
bremsstrahiung and the pion CM angle, respectively.

Z-4. Data Taking and Monitoring System

   The block diagram of electronic circuits is shown in Fig. 7.
tions are used hereafter,

       CA (CB); a signal from the Cherenkov counter
   EIAX (HBX); signals from Hodoscope LX counters
    HAY (HBY); signals from Hodoscope Ycounters
       VA (VB); a signal from the veto counter,

Following nota-

where A and B denote the photon detectors which are set up and dewA with respect
to the horizontal plane, respectively. A threefold coincidence signal of CA ' (CB),
HAX (HBX) and NAY (HBY ) with a time resolution of 2e nsec is represented as

CA•llAX•HAY(CB•HBX•HBY). The signal of CA•HAX•HAY•YA(CB•
HBX•HBY• VB) is defined as a gamma signal 7A (7B) where VA (YB) denotes an
anti-coincidence. The time resolution of the anti-coincidence was 2ensec. A
coincidence signal betweeR two gamma signals 7A and 7B with a time resolution of
30 nsec was defined as "fte" signals. Coinciden ce sign als CA • HAX • HA Y• YA
(CB•HBX•HBY• YB) were considered as charged particle signals. The coincidence
of two charged particle signals with a time resolution of 3e nsec produced "charged
coincidence (C.C.)" signals. The "charged coincidence" events were recorded to
monitor the electromagRetic background. Light pulsers made of light emission
diodes which were mounted on the front faces of lead glass Cherenkov counters were
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                                                       -1
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BIock diagram of electronic ciycuits. Thenotations are: ATT, attenuator; V.D.,
variable delay; AMP, fast ampiifier; DISC, discriminator; F.D., fixed delay;
F.O., fan-out; F.I., fan-in; ZCDISC, zero cross discriminator; COIN, coinci-
dence; ANTI COIN, anti-coincidence; OR, or-circuit; STROBE COIN, strobed
coincidence; TDC, time-to-digital converter; ADC, analogue-to-digital converter.
In this diagram, circuits for delayed coincidences are omitted.
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fired at the beam off time to monkor the gain of the Cherenkov counters. ' These
signals were also recorded as "L.P." signals. A master gate signal (M.G.) was
generated for any one of "xO" signals, "C.C." signals and "L.P." signals alld could
be written logically by

         (M.G.)ur"nO"+"C.C,"+"L.P."
               =(CA•HAX•NAY• VA)•(CB•HBX•HBY• VB)
                 +(CA • HAX • HA Y• YA)• (CB • N'BX • HB Y• l7B)+"L.P.".
                                                          (2-6)

The M.G. signal was used to lnterrupt a computer and gate the ADC circuits, strobed
coincidence circuits and "Fast Gate" circuits. The "Fast Gate" circuits were used
to reduce accideRtal eyents in the measurement of the time difference between CA
and CB signals. The dtirations of gate pulses for the APC, the "Fast Gate" circuits
and the strobed coincidence circuits were 40, 40 and 25 nsec, respectively.

   The data were stored at first in the eKITAC 4300 minicomputer through a
carnac interface. The block diag..ram of the data taking system is showB schemati-•
cally in Fig. 8. All CAMAC modules were inhibited ki 1.2msec after each inter-
ruption. The following informations for each eyeBt were stored in the computer;
(1) kkads of the reaster gate, (2) bit pattern of hodoscope counters, (3) pulse heights

of the Cherenkov counters and (4) the time difference between CA and CB signals.
The stored format in the OKITAC 4300 are shown in Fig. 9. The performances of
detectors for each run were monitored with the following distributions;
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    (I) ofie dimensional distributions
          event number of "rrO", "C.C." and "LP.",
        (2) fired hodoscope distributions,
        (3) distributions of analogue signals such as CA, CB, CA+CB and CAÅ~
                                                                2            cB,which corresponded roughly to ici,k2,En and 2(1-ptc"osip)

            respectively.
        (4) distribution of the time difference between CA and CB
and
    (I.I) two dimensional distributions

        (1) CA vs. CB
        (2) (CA+CB) vs. time difference between CA and CB signals.
   The spill time of the photon beam has been kept constaiat about 4•v5msec to
minimize the variation of accidentai events. Eveftts of delayed coincideRce between

CA•HA.)(•HAY(CB•EfBX•HBY) and VA (VB) were also recorded througbout
each experimental run. The rate of over killing by the veto counters was estimated
with this delayed ceificidence rate and amotmted to 5.4"/. at the rtin of e." == l50 and
1.30/. at the run of O." == 500.

Table 4. Set up parameters and resoigtions of the rce-counter.

Experimental Run Set Up Parameters Resolutions

 Eo
(MeV)

 e.*
(DEG)

L (mm)   rc-

(DEG)
  e
(DEG)

 Akr
(MeV)

 AOn*
(DEG)

 AEx
(MeV)

 dptn

(MeV)
dk,(dk,)
 (MeV)

850
600
7eo

 850
6eo
700
850

lOOO

ii 2C06.3
l937.9

2262.7
2262,7
1929.9
2273.7
2272.8
2272.2

31.8

IO.3

 92
 9.2

26.4
21.8

21.8

21.8

l2.25
17.25

i4.50

11.25

l7.25

14.50
11.75

9.75

i' 2.2

22
l.6

1.4

2.2

!.6

l.6

1.6

'i'i ii

The notations are; Eo, top eneygy of the bremsstrahlung; 0.,", plon CM angle; k,, energy
of the incident photon;E., energy of pion in the laboratory system; tx,, measured value of

pion mass; ki (k2), eneygy ofthe decayed photon from a xO meson. L, rc, s are iliustrated
in Fig. ].O.
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   The data have been taken with three angles of 150, 350 and 500 in the pion CM
angles and with the combination of four maximum photon energies of 600, 70e,
850 and leeOMeV. These combinations are listed in Table4. The notations of
set up parameters are shown in Fig. Ie.

3. Data Analysis and Reduction ef the Cress Seetien

3--1. EventsSelection

   The measured events were selected with the following steps.
   (1) Events which fired more than 3 (2) adjacent hodoscope X (Y) counters or
more than two counters apart from each otker were called as "Hodoscope OUT"
events and were rejected. The events which passed this criterion in both hodoscopes

were named "Hodoscope OK" events. ''' ' - '
   (2) The exampae of the distribution of the time difference between CA and CB
signals is shown in Fig. I l. A clear peak corresponding to ze events'is seen. Events

                                                         'which fall outside the peak area wefe rejected.• '
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   (3) F.vents whose measured quantities did not satisfy the kinematics of the
process 7+p-nO+p were rejected. This criterion was realized with the following
relation'
      ,
                    1 E.*- kk,v. (E.-P. cos e.)

                       ' P.* >1' (3ntl)          1 cos e.*l ex=

where E., P., e. and k7 were the energy, momentum and the production angle of the
NO meson and the responsible incident photon energy in the laboratory systefn, respec-

tively. The symbols with an asterisk represent corresponding quantities in the CM
system. The left hand side of (3-1) represents lcos e.*l if the particle is assumed to
be produced at the center of the target by the process 7+p-"nO+p. In this equation,
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all kinematical values are calculated from the measured energies and emissiolt angles

of two photons.
    (4) Events whose values of ki, Jc2 or lct-i-Jc2 were outside the distributjons of

the corresponding values calculated by Monte Carlo method were rejected. (The
events rejected by this criterion were scarce.)
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    The various distributions for the "Hodoscope OK" events are illustrated in
Fig. 12(a)rv12(d), where solid line, dashed liRe and shaded area represent the total

"Hodoscope OK" eveRts, the events in the peak area of the time difference dis-
tribution between CA and CB and tke selected events with the relation (3-1), respec-
tively.

    "Hodoscope OUT" events rejected at the step (1) were caused by the accidental
firing of the hodoscope counters in addition to the two photons from a ne meson.
[Irherefore, the same portiofi of "Hodoscope OUT" events should be included in the
selected events as the portion of "Hodoscope OK" events which passed all selection
criteria. This correction factor amounted to from 1.10 to 1.19 depending on the

runs.
    In the present experiment, the events which occ"rred in the Mylar wall of the
container of the liquid hydrogen were also included. At the measurement for e.*
== 150, the nO-counter also detected the events occurred in the Mylar window of the
vacuum vessel. These events were subtracted statistically by executing empty target

runs.
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   The rate of the accidental coincidence between 7A and yB was estimated from the
event rate outside the peak area of the tirne difference distribution. This correction
was estimated to be 2.40/, at most.

3--2. RecoBstructien ef the Selected Events

   The energy resolution of the Cherenkov counter was relatively poor. Then the
energies of two photons decayed from a ffO meson were reevaluated by the modified
Tau's inethod.iO•ii) The essential point of the modification was the usage of the
energy dependence of the resolutioR of the Cherenkov counters on the constraint
condition to find the most probable energies of two photons using the constraint
between the correlation angle and the energies of two photons from a zO meson.
   The reaction point of each event was assumed to be the center of the liquid
hydrogen target in this reconstruction procedure.

3--3. Monte Carle Calcu}atioil ef tke Detectien EMciencies

   The detection eMciency of the nO-counter was evaluated by the Monte Carlo
calculation with the computers TOSBAC 3400 at INS and HITAC 8700 at KEK.
The flow chart of the Monte Carlo calculation is shown in Fig. 13. In the calcu-
lation the next conditions were taken into account; (1) the energy resolutions of the
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Cherenkov counters, (2) the energy loss of a photon in the lead converter, (3) the
coRversion eMciency of a photon by the.lead converter and (4) the distribution of
the reaction point in the target. The energy resolution was approximated by the
equation (2-5). Tke energy }oss of photons in a lead plate is different from that of
electrons as shown in Fig. 14 and was takeR into accouflt. The conversion eMciency
n,.., of the lead converter is calculated by the formula;
 e

Al
<MeV)

30

20

10

Energy Loss (Pb 1r,t.>
 ' EEectron (AEe}
 x Photon (AEr>
 s 6Ee-AEv (MeV>

           -t---    --x/
Fig. 14.

o 2oo 4eo ,. 6oo soo                                             1000                                       Eo(MeV)
Energy loss ef photons.,and electrons in a le'i d plate with the thickness of 1
radlation length.

          n,.., xx 1 - exp (- te) ,

          pa = ffpair ' P ' N ' tlA•

Symbols op,i,, p, N, t and A are the total cross section of pair creation (cm2/atom),
the density of lead (11.35 glcm3), Avogadro's number (6.022 Å~ 1023mole-i), thickness
of the lead plate (O.5 cm) and inass number of Iead (207.19), respectively. ff,,i, was

calculated by the Hatree-Fock-Slator model with screening.i2) The reaction point
was assumed to have a uniform distribution in the direction of the beama line and to
have a Gat}ssian distribgtion with the standard deviation of O.8 cm in the direction
perpendictilar to the beam line. The selection condition of tlie equation (3-1) was
also included in this calculation.

   The experirnental yield is represented as,

          Y.=SdkSd9• ddgO., •N.•J•n•N,. (3-3)

The total number of the exposed photons N7 is written as,

          Ar, ==(S, j,EOkB(k) dk) N.... == ctrigC •N..,. ==2, (3-4)

where Ee is the top eBergy of the bremsstrahlung beam, B(k) is the spectrum function
in the Schiff's thiR target formula,i3) NM.cr. is the count number of the current inte-
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grator with calibration constant cti (Coulomb/count), ctc is the caiibration constant
of the thick walled ionization chamber (MeV!coulomb) and 9 is the equivalent quanta
irradiated in the experiment. dd gff .,NT and J are the differential cross sectiolt in

the CM system, the n"mber of Rucleons in tke target and the JacobiaR of the traRs-
formation from the laboratory system to the CM system, respectively. q is the
overall detection eraciency including the coRversion eMciency and ag atteRuation
factor nyLiH due to the LiH absorber. The yield of the Monte Carlo calculation is
expressed as,

                                       '
           YM == jdkjd9•N, •J• ij./ct,, (3-s)

where Ne is the total generated number of photons and is written

           N.- S, j,EOkN(k)dk, • (3-6)
where N(k) is the spectral function of the bremsstrahluRg and is related to B(k) with

a normalization cofistant Co by

             '           ?y(k)" co Bfek). (3-7)
                                                            'The total number of the generated events MT is writteR as •

          M.=S:Mhili.2V(k)dk, , . . (3-8)'
                      '
where lc.i. and k.., are the rninimum and maximum energies of the generated photons,
respectively. In this calculatiofi, the emission angle of a zO mesoR and the decay angle

of the nO meson into two photons are limited withiR appropriate regions to achieve
eMcient calculations. ctG is a correction factor due to this limitation. The detection
eMciency nM thus calculated is related to the experimental detection eMciency q as,

          11=nkf•nLm, (3-9)
because the calculation excluded the attenuation factor due to the l.iH absorber.
The factor nLiH was O.745 for t}ie run of e."==150 and O.85 for the other runs. Using
the relations (3-3), (3-5), (3-6), (3-7), (3-8) and (3-9), the differential cross section

can be written by the formula;

           dd:* ' Il3E /[NT' ill}1:,I. '"G'nLiH"f (kmin, kmax, Ee)], (3rm10)

where the functionf(k.i,, k..,, Eo) represents the followiRg quantity,

                                        tt          .t.,Åëin'l'lr'km,'aiggl'".',Ii'ii:'lsgBS.{i,li'.• ' ',(3T.i'i).

                                          tttt            '                        tt                                                                 'and i lShCealg.l\2treedntfiaOIMcrtohses SsCehcllo'nS igransiUalsas'urned to be constant with respect to the

photon energy in the calculation at the first step. After the first reduction of the
cross• sectien using the relation (3-10), the iteration.was made w.ith.the ellergy de-
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pendence of the cross sections obtained at the first step. The results of the first and

second steps on the differential cross sections were close enough each other except
at the run with the top energy of 600 MeV and the center of mass angle of 390. The
differences between tlie results of tke first step and the second step amounted to
between 1.50/. and 8.70/, for various energy bins of this run. The result of thethird
step was close enough to the result of the secon(l step for this run. and the extracted

energy dependence was correct.
    The distribntions of various quantities obtained from the measured events were
in good agreement with those of the Monte Carlo calculation as is shown in Fig. 15.
    The resolutions for E., P., kv, e.*, ip.*, lci, k2 and pt. were evaluated from the
Monte Carlo calculation and the results are listed in Table 4 together with the set
up parameters of each run.
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4. Experimental Resu}ts and Analysis

`4-1. The Differential Cross Seetions

   The differential cross sections were measured at eight different experimental
conditions of the "nO-system" which are given in Table 4. The data bin was chosen
to be 25 MeV which is almost equal to the energy resolution of the incident photon
energy for the "nO-systein". The angular acceptance jn the CM angle of the data
ranged from 2e to 30 at FWHM and the aBgular resolution of the detection system was
somewhat better than the acceptance. The' differential cross sections are listed in
Table 5 and the typical angular dependences are shown in Fig. 16(a)N(d) together with

the results obtained with the "7-p system". The present measurement and the
measurement with the "7-p system" overlapped at the CM atigle of 500 and in the
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Table 5. Final result of the cross sections.

Top Energy of
Bremsstrahlung Energy, Bln PioR CM Angle Differential Cross Section

Ee (MeV) krÅ}dkr (MeV) e.." (DEG)
-8S. ,,g. Å} A (-Efttg,, ) (ptb/sr.)

600

700

85e

600

7oe

850

1eeo

850

i5i2l,iil,l
iiliii!,
'iliik,'i

ilill14,

ii

ii

15o

3so

5oo

lil
;ii

'lii

#ii
igii

'i

ili/iiiliil4iiiil!

ill'glii'li
ib'li2

liii

liii

The errors qttoted in this table iRciude only the statistical ones.
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Angular Dependence ot the Differential Cross Section
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energy region arouRd 675 MeV. Both results are in good agreement as shown in
Fig. 17(c) and then the systematic errors inherent in the individt}al detection systems

are considered to be small. The energy dependence of the cross sections is shown in
Fig. 17(a)tv(c). The present data at O.* =l50 and 350 are consistent with those of
Y. Hemmi et al.i4) at the energies below the secoRd resonance region, but some
discrepancies are seen around 950 MeV. At the angle of 500, the present resuits are
consistent with the data by P. Dougan et al.'5) and by H. De Staebler et al.'6) in the

second resonance region.
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4--2. Errors

   Among the errors in the experimental results, the followiRg oRes are dependent
on experimental set-ups.
   (1) Statistical errors due to the experimeittal and Monte Carlo yieids.
   (2) Errors iB evaluating the over killing ratio dtie to the high counting rate of
       the veto counters.
   (3) Errors in correction of "Hodoscope Out" events.
The errors presented in Table 5, and Figs. i6 and 17 include oniy the first one. The

o.thers are smali and are given in Table 6. In the case of energy bins lower than
i50 MeV from the top energy of the breinsstrahlung beam, tlae background due to
the process of double pion production is anticipated. This background was estimated
to be less than 50/. by a Monte Carlo calctdatio!a. Tke background due to double
pion production were also experimentally reduced from the measurement with the
different top energies ef the bremsstrah}ung and was foimd te be as small as tlae
results by the Monte Carlo calcu3ation. Errors cort3mon to all runs are as follows.

Table 6. Errors of various experitnental runs.

Experimental Run

Ee (MeV) 0:*

Errors in Random
 Ve{o Correctien

    (%)

Errors in Hodoscope Out
Events Correction

    (%)
850

lOOO
8SO
700
600
850
7oe
600

O.l2

O.42
O.l5

O.80
{.l3

l.l2

1.l5

1.l2

e.81

O.59

O.76
O.78

O.68

Ll7
1.07

O.74

The symbols Ee and e." deRote the top energy of the brernsstrahlBng and

the pien CM a'ngle, resPectiveJy. • ' ,,
                                    '                                '

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Uncertainty of the total photon intensity. (2tv30/.)

Uncertainty of the number of nucleons in the target container. (10/,)

Error in the conversion eMciency of a lead plate. (3.4e/,)

Srror in the attenuation rate of photons in LiH absorber. (1.540/,
run at e." == 150 and O.640/, for other rtms.)

for the



58 A. NODA   (5) Error due to conversiofis of decayed photons in liquid hydrogen target.
       (o.14o/,)
   (6) Uncertainty of the geometrical solid angles of the hodoscope of the photon
       detectors. (2.30/.)

The root of the quadratic sum of these errors amounted to 5.419/. for the rtm at
e."• ==150 and 5.220/. for the other runs.

4-3. Fixed-t Dispersion Relatien Analysis and Discusslen

    As s}iown in Figs. I6 and 17, the present data are in good agreement with the
analyses by Metcalf and Walker2) (MW), and Moorhouse, eberlack and Rosenfeld3)
(MOR), except at the forward angles of 150 and 350 below 600 MeV. The present
data are higher than these analyses in this energy and angular region. The analysis
by MW is rather phenomeRological one in which the amplitudes are decomposed into
the Born terms, resonance terms and additionai background amplitudes. On the
other hand, the analysis by MOR is based on the dispersion relation uslng K matrix
formalism. In order to reduce the discrepancies between the present data and the
results of these analyses, the modification on the amplitudes which is sensitive to the

cross section at forward aRgles in this energy region must be required. The helicity
1/2 amplitudes are known to be sensitive to the cross section at forward angles.
Therefore in this iow energy region, the behaviour of the helicity 112 amplitudes of
the S afid P waves is the subject of present interest.

    A simple calculatien based on the fixed-t dispersion reiation with the resonance

saturation of the imaginary parts was executed to study the above problems. At
first, each partial wave is assumed to be given by a Breit-Wigner form obtained by
R. L. Walkeri7) and written as

          A(w)-A(m,)(keso )ii2i ,",ie//lkilli2f.lil'Sl} , (4-D

                             '
where

          IJ-..r;,((Åí,%,)IZi,'.Eq401,e.,/il',i, ,,-,,

where Wo and ro are the mass and widtla ofthe resonance, respectively. Tiie symbols
lc and q are the momenta of the incident photon aiad prodt}ced pion in the CM system,
respectively. The symbol s is a usual mandeistam variable and so, ko afid qo are the
values for corresponding variables at the resonance. The imaginary part of each
partial wave is written by,

          im AiÅ}(s) == A,Å}(s,) ( kÅíZe )i/2• (,S,ol3,/)2,'r+7,i,ir2, , (4-3)

where AiÅ}(se) is a photon coupling of each nucleon resonance. The same relation
can be written for helicity 3/2 amplitude BiÅ} using the photon coupling BiÅ}(so).
From these partial wave amplitudes, the CGLN ampHtudes are calculated by the
relations'
       ,
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          ti•yv,=x(,p l.,A,. + piA(,"m) + -ili- X[-IPI.,B,. + (l+2) J})IB(,.,)-]

          & :X(PiA,. + Pl.,Au.,)-) + {;- X[ --• (l+2) PIB,. -}- IPI.,B(,.,)-]

          g, =:X(Plt.,B,. + P7B(,.o-)

          & .,, -x[P}tB,. +Pl'.iB(i+o-],

                                                        (4-4)

where Pi is the Legendre polynomiai. These amplitudes are transformed to the
invariant amplitudes by the following relations;

          Fi=xi-igi(i=1, ..., 4), (4-5)
where

          z, = (IlgEwM) V(E,+M)(E,+MY

          x, =(e!li 2wM) V(E,-M)(E,-M) (4H6)

          X3 meX2(E,+M)
          X4 == x, (E, - M) ,

Then, the invariant amplitudes can be expressed as follows;

      A,== 2fa [(rv+M)F,-(w-M)F,-M(pa2-t)( wF.3M + wF+4M )]

      A2= 2iv [F,-F,]

      A, =: 2 lij [F, + F, + ( PY+ M) F, +(W- M) F,

                                 -S(pt2-t)( wFde3M + rvi+;[4M)]

      A4": Å}t wrm [F2 +F2- tl- (pt2-t) ( wF-3M + mp,elll`M )],

                                                       (4-7)

where PV, Ei and E2 are the total energies of the pion nucleon system, the target
nucleon and the final nucleon in the CM system, respectively. M and st are masses of
nucleon and pion, respectively. The reai parts of tke invariant amplitudes are ob-
tained using the fixed-t dispersion relation as follows,

         Re Ai(Å},o)(s, t) =B,(Å},o)(s, t) + -lll S '...), ( iM Ai,(,Å}iO}(S', t)

                               +4,• Ira Ai,(;iO).(S" t) )ds', (4-s)

where Bi(Å},O)(s, t) represents the Born term. Symbols s, t and u are usual Mandel-
stam variables. 4i is 1 for i=1,2 and 4 and ei =-1 for i=3. The superfix +, -
and O represents the processes 7+p-z++n, 7+n-n-+p and 7+p--,ze+p, respec-
tively. In the calculation, the imaginary parts of the invariant amplitudes in the un-
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physical region were obtained by the analytical continuation.
parts, the lnvariant amplitudes are transformed to the helicity
relations'
       ,
                              Ot2-t)          F, = A, + (W- M) A.+ 2( rv- M-) (A3-A4)

                                (pt2-t)          F2=:-Ai"(PV-FM)A4+ 2(pvr+M) (A3-A4)

          F, :(rv-M)A,+A,-A,
          F4 = -(ll7+M)A,+A,-A..
Final}y, the helicity ampljtu(}es are ob{ained with the foilowing relations;

          g•,ur F,•z, (i -- i, ..., 4),

u, == - N/:t sin g •cos2 g (c6"•3 -F rt,)

ff2 :y'2'cos -9-- 1'(g2 --- rtl) + sin2 Sl-

          --H, me N/v2'
 sin2 -g- • cos {} (-"v, - g•,)

H, :v-2 sin -g,-{(tt,+g,)+cos2 -gM

             /t

(g•,- rt,)}

(g3 + ew64) } •

After obtaining
 amplitudes by

(4-9)

(4-10)

(4--1l)

real

tke

The observables are calcula.ted froin these amplitudes as follows;

          ddga.t -+,•-Z-te.,lif,I2 . (4-i2)

          X=:-il-• dl. •Re (Hi•H4*-ff2•H3*) . - (4-i3)
                                                    '                                             '                                   '                 d9*

          T='i}' dla 'IM (ffi'H2*+H3'H4*) (4ml4)
                 d9*

          P=- -ie/}mud-i. •Im(Hi•ff3*+ff2•H4*). (4-ls)
                   -dwu2*

In the calcalation of integrais oil tlie equation (4-8), the region of tlie integratiQn was

cet at s,.,,, = 5.5 ((]LeV)2. Ilrhe effect of this cut was tested by changing s.., froin 3.5

to 5.5 (GeV)2. The cut energy of s.,,, =5.5 (GeV)2 is considered to be good as shown

in Fig. 18. Similar result was also obtaiiied by Barbour, Malone and Moorhouse in

the case of charged pion photoproduction.i8) ' ' -'•'
   The valt}es of the phoeoR cgttpling of resonances obtained by MW listed in
Table:7 'were used aiid- the observables were caiculated, The results are shown in

Fig. 19 and give the smaller cross sections than the present experiment at forward

angles below 600 MeV as same as the analyses by MW'and MOR. In order to
improve the situatioia, the photon couplings of the resonances except the P33(1232)
resonance• were modified. This modification did. not thoroughly improve the fitting
to the pr.esen.t data.' T.hen the resofiafice saturation of iMaginary parts was practically
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Fig. 18. fiffect of the cut energy s.,. to the,,dispersion integral.

Table 7. Resonance Parameters by'Metcalf and Waiker used in the present caiculation.

Resonance Energy Width l j, X Helieity
                                      Element Lei.a.J Wp(MeV) ro(?V{eV) (TyleY)

Photon Coupling (ptb).ii2

A{') (so) A(-) (so)

ii/ks

3 ,ili

ii

:

111

g:2l

gl]

glgll

5291

g;l
o3i

?g;

ggi

ll. liiii IAiii1111lliii

liii/g///  O.600
 O.500
 O.110
 O.600
 O.370
 O.100
-1.200
 2.2sb
 o.eoo
 o.eoo
 O.050
 1.510
 o.ooo
 o.eoo
 O.050
-O.141
 O.050
 O.560
-O.071
-O.030
-O.l41
 O.115

-O.480
=O.500
-O.170
-O.370
rO.260
-O.1oo
 1.200
r2.520
 e.ooo
 o.oeo
 O.525
-1.ose
 e.ooo
 e.eoo
 O.020
 O.030
-e.ese
 o.ooo
 O.071
 O.030
 O.141
-O.l15

    ln the notation of this paper, the sign of the apipiitudes of the process r+p--"rt+ÅÄn have

    opposite sign to those of MW's analysis. '

modified. However, it should be noted that the results of the preseRt calculation with

resonance saturation of imaginary parts for the process 7+pez"+n reproduced well
the experimental results on the cross section, target asymmetry and polarized beam
asymmetry. The analysis by MW contains a large background amplitude jn the
ifnaginary part of the S Wave (Im Ao.) as shgwn in Fig. 20. The analysis by Deyenish,
Lyth and Rankin (DLR)i9) based on the dispersion relation also included an ad-
ditional amplitude to the imaginary part of the S wave by the requirement of unitarity
imposed by the Watson theorem.20) The recent analysis by Noelle2i) also includes
background in the S and P waves rnultiplying S-matrix by a phase factor for elastic
initial and final state interaction. Therefore, the additional amplitude was introduced

in ImAo+ for the process 7+p-->zO+p. The shape with a Breit-Wigner type was
adopted to this background amplitude for the simplicity. The' parameters of the
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shape were the peak height, the peak position and the width and they used values
of O.58(ptb)i12, 1330 MeV (corresponded to k,--475 MeV) and leOMeV, respec-
tively. These parameters were not obtained by the x2-search procedure, but the
small changes of these values by hand were executed. The result seems to give a
fairly good agreement with the present data as is shown in Fig. I9 by the solid curves.

It was also found that the rnodification of the photon couplings of the Sn(153e) and

S3i(1660) resonances after addiRg the above background amplitude improved the
fitting to the present data of forward cross sectioks above 550 MeV as shown in
Fig. 19 by dotted curves. }Iowever, modification of these coupliRgs will give rather
large effects on the observables at higher efiergies and are outside the present scope.

The effect of the present additional background amplitude to the other observables
was also calculated and the polarized target asymmetry T at e.*=:300 and 80e is
shown in Fig. 21. This background arnplitude shifted down the calculated values of
Taround 450 MeV toward the experimental data.22) Therefore this additional back-
ground amplitude is expected to shift down the predicted values of Tby MOR toward
the experimental values when included to that analysis, because the predictioia by
MOR lies above the experimental valties.
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Fig. 21. Comparison of the present calculation with the experimental data of polarized
       target asymmetry. Data are taken from M. Fukushirna et al.2a} and the solid,
       dashed and dotted curves are as same as Fig. I9. Tke dash-dotted curve rep-
      resents the prediction by MOR.

   About the problem of a convergence of the partial wave expansion, it is known that

the cut off of the partial wave expansion at some angular rnomentum gives a good
approximation in a region of ltl <1.5 (GeV/c)2 for nO photoproduction.i9) Therefore
in this low energy and forward anglar regioR, the convergence seems to be assured.
   Finally the following conclusions can be drawn. The p. resent results on the cross

sections of the process y+p-->ze+p between 450 MeV and 975 MeV and in the
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angular region from 150 to 50e measured with the "nO-system" are consistent with the

measurement with the "7-p system" at the overlap regien. The results are also
consistent with the previous fneasuremeRt by Y. Hemmi et al., P. Dougan et al. and
H. De Staebler et al. at the overlap regions. The recent partial wave analyses by
MW and MOR reproduced well the present z'esults except the data in the energy
regiolt below 6eO MeV and at forward angles of 150 and 350. A simple analysis based
on the fixed-t dispersion relation with resonance saturation of imaginary parts indicates.

that this discrepancy cannot be explained by adjusting the photon couplings of the
resonances. It requires the additional background amplitude for the imaginary part
ef the S wave for the process 7+p-nO+p around 50e MeV.
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